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Ethics in Tax Practice: A Study of the Effect of Practitioner Firm Size 

 

Abstract 

 

While much of the empirical accounting literature suggests that, if differences do 

exist, Big Four employees are more ethical than non-Big Four employees, this trend 

has not been evident in the recent media coverage of Big Four tax practitioners acting 

for multinationals accused of aggressive tax avoidance behaviour.  However, there 

has been little exploration in the literature to date specifically of the relationship 

between firm size and ethics in tax practice.  We aim here to address this gap, initially 

exploring tax practitioners’ perceptions of the impact of firm size on ethics in tax 

practice using interview data in order to identify the salient issues involved.  We then 

proceed to assess quantitatively whether employer firm size has an impact on the 

ethical reasoning of tax practitioners, using a tax context-specific adaptation of a well 

known and validated psychometric instrument, the Defining Issues Test. 
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Ethics in Tax Practice: A Study of the Effect of Practitioner Firm Size 

 

I. Introduction 

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) study of the 

role of tax practitioners in tax compliance recognises that practitioners play a vital 

role in all tax systems, helping taxpayers to understand and comply with their tax 

obligations in what is acknowledged as an increasingly complex world of regulation 

(OECD, 2008).  However, tax practitioners are also often the architects of the 

artificial structures associated with what revenue authorities deem ‘unacceptable’ or 

‘aggressive’ tax planning, finding ways to accomplish compliance with the letter of 

the law while, in the view of the revenue authority, undermining the (generally 

unstated) policy and spirit underlying the wording of legislation.  This contributes to 

the risks that revenue authorities must manage in order to collect taxes due, and 

negatively impacts on global tax systems (OECD, 2008, p. 4).  In recent years, this 

type of activity has been included as one of the dimensions within the broader domain 

of tax ethics (Frecknall-Hughes and Moizer, 2004; Frecknall-Hughes, 2007) and was 

specifically referred to by the UK Chancellor of the Exchequer in his 2012 Budget 

speech as being “morally repugnant” (Krouse and Baker, 2012).  Less tax revenue 

means reduced provision of public goods and services (e.g., unemployment benefits, 

hospitals, policing, roads, etc.), so those involved in devising and promoting tax 

avoidance schemes can be seen as depriving society (especially the needy) of those 

goods and services, which is unethical.  This is particularly problematic in the context 

of the global economic crisis which has placed unprecedented pressure on 

governments across the globe to maximise tax collection so as to control the severity 

of cuts to public goods and services. 

 

There has been a growing concern in recent years about the ethical behaviour of tax 

practitioners (Shafer and Simmons, 2008).  Many firms in the USA have been 

investigated for facilitating aggressive tax avoidance through the marketing of 

questionable tax shelters (Herman, 2004; Johnston, 2004; Scannell, 2005) and 

companies, driven by their top executives, are often accused of using ‘tax havens’ or 

tax shelters for the primary purpose of avoiding, or indeed, evading their tax 
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obligations (Godar et al., 2005; Dyreng et al., 2007; Wilson, 2009; Dyreng et al., 

2010; Sikka, 2010).  The KPMG tax shelter fraud case in the USA is evidence of the 

involvement of tax professionals in such approaches (Sikka and Hampton, 2005; 

Sikka, 2010), and further evidence that this issue remains relevant comes from the 

2012 cases of Starbucks, Amazon, Google and Facebook, highlighted in the British 

press (see, for example, Barford and Holt, 2012), with company executives being 

interrogated by the UK government’s Public Accounts Committee as to why their 

companies have allegedly paid little or no corporation tax to the UK revenue 

authorities,.  Shafer and Simmons (2008) suggest that some tax advisers have 

abandoned concern for the public interest or social welfare in favour of 

commercialism and client advocacy, and go so far as to suggest that tax practitioners 

do not believe strongly in the value of ethical or socially responsible corporate 

behaviour. 

 

Within the accounting literature, one of the variables which has been examined in the 

context of ethics has been firm size.  Numerous studies (e.g., Loeb, 1971; Pratt and 

Beaulieu, 1992; Ponemon and Gabhart, 1993; Jones and Hiltebeitel, 1995; Jeffrey and 

Weatherholt, 1996; Eynon et al., 1997) provide evidence of a link between 

accounting firm size and ethics, although not all studies have found such a link.  Most 

of the literature (reviewed in more detail below) finds that where firm size does have 

an impact on ethics in an accounting context, accountants/auditors from the Big Four 

firms are more ethically sensitive or behave in a more ethical manner than 

accountants/auditors working in smaller firms. 

 

Most tax practitioners also work for firms rather than as sole practitioners, very often 

in a separate tax department within a firm of accountants.  There has, however, been 

no direct empirical exploration to date of the relationship between firm size and ethics 

in tax practice.  One might argue that the link between firm size and ethics in a tax 

context would be no different from the link found within the accounting domain.  

However, such an argument fails to recognise the differences between tax 

practitioners and other finance professionals, articulated eloquently by Bobek and 

Radtke (2007, p. 64) 
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“The ethical environment facing tax professionals is of particular 

interest because a tax professional’s role is markedly different from 

that of an auditor.  Auditors are required to be independent of their 

clients, while tax professionals are required to be advocate for their 

clients.  Due to this advocacy role, tax professionals are more likely to 

face ambiguity in determining when they have crossed the line 

between being an advocate for their client and supporting an unethical 

position.” 

 

Furthermore, while the accounting literature would suggest that Big Four employees 

are more ethical than employees working with smaller firms, this difference has not 

been reflected in the media coverage of tax avoidance schemes which seems to focus 

(negatively) on the tax behaviour of multinational companies which are advised by 

Big Four firms. 

 

There are several reasons why there may be differences in the ethical approach or 

behaviour of tax practitioners working in Big Four firms and those working in smaller 

practices.  The client profiles of Big Four firms are completely different from those of 

small firms, and tax aggressive practices may be driven by clients with particular 

profiles.  The media has focused recently on the tax reporting of large multinational 

companies, but is aggressive tax avoidance confined to the multinational clients of 

Big Four firms?  Is it rather the case that the media interest is a function of their size 

and visibility (i.e., perhaps the tax behaviour of the indigenous clients of small tax 

practices is simply not interesting enough in terms of quantity and ingenuity to sell 

newspapers)?  Do differences in ethical standards arise because the rigid reporting 

structures in place within large tax practices mean that any individual practitioner, 

faced with an ethical dilemma, does not make a decision without the support of 

hierarchical structures and expert colleagues, whereas small firm practitioners must 

rely more on their own ethical integrity?  Are Big Four firms more mindful of their 

reputation than smaller firms, leading to different approaches to ethics?  Are tax 

practitioners with a particular approach to ethics more greatly attracted to work in Big 

Four firms, either as a result of self-selection or recruitment policies, or do 

differences arise in the manner in which tax practitioners are socialised into firms of 

different sizes?  Does the internal training within firms of different sizes lead to 

differences in the approach to ethical dilemmas? 
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In the context of the importance of tax practitioners in the tax compliance process and 

their role as designers and promoters of tax avoidance structures, both the ethical 

dimension of tax practice and the ethical orientation of tax practitioners working in 

firms of different sizes are worthy of focused examination.  A comprehensive 

understanding of how tax practitioners from different sized firms approach dilemmas 

may assist when devising strategies to address identified deficiencies in ethical 

behaviour.  Similar to the situation in accounting (see, for example, Cooper and 

Robson, 2006), it is also worth noting that tax practitioners from Big Four practices 

contribute significantly more time and resources to the tax professional bodies, 

thereby exerting more influence on tax professionalization, education, regulation and 

policy.  If Big Four tax practitioners perceive ethics in tax differently, and indeed 

approach ethical dilemmas in a different manner from non-Big Four practitioners, the 

profession may not be adequately serving or regulating all its constituents and may 

not be educating all practitioners in an appropriate manner when it comes to ethics in 

tax. 

 

This research contributes to knowledge in this area by exploring the impact of firm 

size on ethics in tax, using both qualitative and quantitative methods.  The remainder 

of this paper is laid out as follows.  Section II examines the prior literature on 

accounting firm size and ethics and looks at the recent work that has focused on 

ethics in tax practice.  Research questions and testable hypotheses derived from the 

literature review are set out at the end of this section.  Section III outlines the research 

methods (interviews and the use of the Defining Issues Test (DIT) for a quantitative 

measure of moral reasoning), while Sections IV and V set out respectively the 

interview findings in relation to firm size and a comparison of the moral reasoning 

scores obtained from the DIT.  Section VI offers conclusions to the paper.  Our 

findings overall indicate that tax practitioners recognise that the ethical issues faced 

by large international firms and smaller, locally based tax practices are different and 

may be dealt with differently, but do not necessarily lead to a different outcome 

ethically.  Furthermore, quantitative analysis suggests that the moral reasoning 

process of tax practitioners working in Big Four firms is not significantly different 

from that of practitioners working in smaller firms. 
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II. Firm size and ethics 

As mentioned above, most tax practitioners work for accounting firms.  However, 

firms vary in size.  It is evident from the introduction that tax practitioners working 

for the Big Four accounting firms have been implicated in the on-going controversy 

over tax avoidance schemes.  There have been numerous studies which provide 

evidence of a link between firm size and ethics in terms of accounting/audit, not all 

studies have found such a link.  For example, Loeb (1971) found that accountants in 

large public accounting firms were more likely to behave ethically than accountants in 

smaller firms.  Eynon et al. (1997) report that accountants from small firms have 

significantly lower levels of moral reasoning than accountants working in large firms.  

More recently, Pierce and Sweeney (2010, p. 80) found that firm size was 

significantly related to ethical judgement, ethical intention, perceived ethical intensity 

and perceived ethical culture.  Overall, in comparison with smaller firms, trainee 

accountants “from medium-sized firms had lower ethical views and respondents from 

Big 4 firms [had] higher ethical views”.  However, Sweeney and Roberts (1997), 

investigating the effect of firm size on auditor independence judgements, found that 

auditors from larger firms were no more likely to comply with independence 

standards than auditors from mid-size and small firms. 

 

DeAngelo (1981) suggests that larger audit firms have more to lose from a failure to 

remain independent because of having a greater number of clients, resulting in larger 

firms demonstrating more independence.  Pratt and Beaulieu (1992), in their summary 

of the differences between small and large firms, suggest that large firms have more 

rigid control systems than smaller firms.  Ponemon and Gabhart (1993) propose that 

team auditing, peer reviews and affiliation with colleagues and superiors may serve to 

moderate unethical behaviour in larger accounting firms.  Ethical development is said 

to proceed to higher levels when there is organisational support and where the 

employer provides ethics training (Jones and Hiltebeitel, 1995).  Smaller firm 

practitioners are less likely to have these enabling factors present in the work 

environment. 

 

Although tax practitioners may work both within the Big Four and smaller firms, 

there has been little work which examines the effect of firm size as a specific variable 
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in terms of ethics.  Ayres et al. (1989) examined whether practitioners would take a 

pro-taxpayer or pro-government stance in an ambiguous tax case and reported no 

difference in tax professional judgements across firm size.  Carnes et al. (1996) found 

that the level of tax professionals’ aggressiveness did vary depending on firm type, 

with the then non-Big Six practitioners being more aggressive in scenarios where pro-

taxpayer positions were likely to be taken, while Big Six practitioners were found to 

be more aggressive in cases of high ambiguity.  However, the differences were only 

marginally significant.  They posit that differences in training (in-house versus 

external), clientele type and clientele size may account for differences in 

aggressiveness.  Yetmar and Eastman (2000) studied the ethical recognition ability of 

tax practitioners in Big Six firms and in non-Big Six firms.  They found significant 

ethical recognition differences between tax practitioners from Big Six and non-Big 

Six firms – Big Six practitioners being more ethically sensitive (i.e., they were more 

likely to recognise that there were ethical implications involved in tax scenarios). 

 

Given that tax avoidance remains a salient issue in the economy, particularly in the 

current global economic situation, it is appropriate to explore firm size in more depth 

than has been undertaken in the literature to date.  In order to explore the salient issues 

that might make the ethical environment of firms of different sizes different, it was 

considered necessary to examine the issue of firm size and ethics in tax initially in an 

exploratory manner, with the relevant research question being: what are the issues 

pertaining to firm size that impact on ethics in tax practice?  A qualitative approach 

was taken to this phase of the research, which is outlined in more detail below. 

 

However, in order to explore whether there is a difference in the ethical approach of 

tax practitioners from different firm sizes, it was also necessary to find a way in 

which the ethical approach of tax practitioners could be measured objectively.  A 

recent paper by Doyle et al. (2012) examined the cognitive ethical reasoning of tax 

practitioners using an objective measure called the Defining Issues Test (DIT).  The 

authors found significant differences in the cognitive ethical reasoning of tax 

practitioners in a tax context when compared with a social context, with lower levels 

of reasoning being used in a tax context.  The practitioners’ levels of cognitive ethical 

reasoning were not different from non-tax specialists in the social context, but non-
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specialists did not show a drop in the levels of reasoning used when they moved to 

the tax context.  Thus tax practitioners are not less ethical per se than non-specialists, 

but their reasoning is at a lower level in their professional context.  The research 

instrument used in the Doyle et al. study illustrates how cognitive ethical reasoning 

can be measured in both a social and tax context, providing us with a means by which 

differences in the ethical approaches of tax practitioners working in Big Four firms 

and smaller firms can be examined objectively.  Following this approach allows us to 

examine whether tax practitioners with a particular approach to ethics are more 

attracted to work in Big Four firms, either as a result of self-selection or recruitment 

policies or whether differences arise from the manner in which tax practitioners are 

socialised into firms of different sizes. 

 

Research objectives and hypotheses 

For the interview study (phase 1) the objective was to understand tax practitioners’ 

perceptions of the relationship between firm size and ethics.  This is useful in 

providing an ‘inside view’ of the issues and potential reasons for differences between 

firms, to complement and inform the outside view provided by tests of ethical 

behaviour in response to particular problems provided by the researcher. 

 

The objective of the second phase of the study was to investigate whether evidence 

existed of a difference in ethical reasoning between practitioners in Big Four and non-

Big Four firms.  On the basis that the professional training and education of tax 

practitioners in the private sector is largely uniform in Ireland (there is only one tax 

institute and it awards the only professional qualifications in tax), a potential basis for 

differences between Big Four and non-Big Four practitioners could be socialisation 

effects – differences caused by something in the firm environment that has an effect 

on reasoning.  For example, Big Four firms conduct their own internal tax training 

(other than for the professional qualification in tax) rather than availing themselves of 

the generic training offered by the Irish Tax Institute, which practitioners from smaller 

firms would typically utilise.  The hierarchical reporting structures are likely to be 

different in large firms from those existing in smaller ones.  It has also been 

contended that smaller firms are more financially reliant on and socially close to 

clients, so may be under pressure to act in their interests to a degree not present in the 

Big Four firms. 
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Given that the literature discussed above suggests that Big Four firms may be more 

ethically conscious, our first research hypothesis is: 

 

Hypothesis 1: When considering tax practice context ethical dilemmas, Big 

Four tax practitioners will employ higher level ethical reasoning than non-Big 

Four practitioners. 

 

It is possible, however, that individuals with different levels of moral reasoning are 

attracted to particular types of firm: persons with a high level of moral reasoning may, 

for example, choose to join a Big Four firm because they perceive this as more fitting 

with their own orientation.  Although there is no evidence on this issue to date, we can 

investigate the issue by comparing participants’ moral reasoning in a social as well as 

a work context.  If differences arise from socialisation in a work context, then we 

would not expect a difference in moral reasoning in a social context.  Different levels 

of ethical behaviour are expected in a social versus a work context.  Jackall (1988) 

suggests, for example, that what is ethically acceptable at work may not be acceptable 

at home or outside the corporation.  We will initially take the view that individuals 

with different levels of moral reasoning may be attracted to different types of firm, 

leading to our second research hypothesis: 

 

Hypothesis 2: When considering social context ethical dilemmas, Big Four tax 

practitioners will employ higher level ethical reasoning than non-Big Four 

practitioners. 

 

III. Research methods 

Phase 1 (interview study of practitioners’ perceptions) 

As mentioned above, the first phase of this research was exploratory.  The aim was to 

examine the perceived impact of firm size on ethics in tax practice from the 

perspective of tax practitioners.  In order to gather rich and detailed data, face to face 

interviews with tax professionals were deemed the optimum research method.  Using 

a cross between purposive and convenience sampling, potential interviewees were 

identified by prior personal knowledge, professional contact or recommendation. 
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Tax partners were particularly targeted for interview on the basis that their range of 

experience was likely to yield richer data than that of tax practitioners at more junior 

levels, and they were more likely to have encountered ethical dilemmas.  

Consequently, ten potential interviewees representing practitioners from a wide range 

of firm sizes and employment categories, were contacted by e-mail, given 

information on the broad nature of the research, assured as to the confidentiality of 

names and firms, and asked if they would contribute their time on a voluntary basis.  

All ten agreed to be interviewed. 

 

The ten interviewees comprised practitioners from Big 4 firms (n = 4), a middle tier 

firm (n = 1), a small accounting practice (n = 1), a legal practice (n = 1), a large 

multinational company (n = 1), a sole practitioner (n = 1) and a director within a 

relevant professional institute (n = 1).  Interviewee title, firm or company profile, 

region and how they are referred to in the paper are set out in Table 1.  Given the 

inherently sensitive nature of taxation ethics, which practitioners are often reluctant to 

discuss, this represents a significant number of interviews. 

 

[Insert Table 1 here] 

 

The interviews were semi-structured with open-ended questions and probes used to 

elicit each participant’s views.  All participants consented to interviews being tape-

recorded.  The narrative data (audio-tapes) were converted into partly processed data 

(verbatim transcripts) before coding and analysis.  Data were coded using typical 

template analysis procedures (Cassell and Symon, 2004, pp. 256–270).  In reporting 

interview findings, we include extensive quotes from our interviewees “to allow the 

reader to hear the interviewees’ voices…[and to]…allow the richness of the data to 

shine through” (O'Dwyer, 2004, p. 403). 

 

Phase 2 (comparison of moral reasoning scores) 

Cognitive developmental psychologists believe that before an individual reaches a 

decision about how and whether to behave ethically in a specific situation, ethical or 

moral reasoning takes place at a cognitive level.  The psychology of moral reasoning 
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aims to understand how people think about moral dilemmas and the processes they 

use in approaching them (Kohlberg, 1973; Rest, 1979b). 

 

Rest (1979a) developed the DIT to measure moral reasoning using social context 

dilemmas.  It is a self-administered, multiple-choice instrument.  Rest (1979b) 

developed the instrument based on an interpretation of the stages in Kohlberg’s stage-

sequence theory (see Table 2 below).  The test measures the comprehension and 

preference for the principled level of reasoning (Rest et al., 1999).  For more detail on 

Kohlberg’s stage sequence theory and the DIT, see Doyle et al. (2009b). 

 

[Insert Table 2 here] 

 

The second phase of the research aimed to examine the relationship between firm size 

and ethical reasoning in a quantitative manner by using a 2 × 2 quasi-experimental 

design comparing the moral reasoning of Big Four tax practitioners with those from 

other firms in tax and social context ethical dilemmas.  The test of reasoning in social 

dilemmas uses the short-form (three-scenario) DIT.  Participants taking the DIT are 

presented with ethical dilemmas stated in third-person form.  They are asked to rate 

the importance of 12 considerations relating to the dilemma, indicating how important 

each is (in their opinion) in making the decision described.  The 12 considerations link 

to the stages of cognitive moral development described in Table 2.  The participant is 

then asked to select the four considerations that he/she considers to be of most 

importance and to rank these in order.  The first of the DIT scenarios, ‘Heinz and the 

Drug’, is set out in Appendix A as an example.  Scoring the instrument results in a 

single measure known as the ‘P’ score (standing for ‘principled moral thinking’) for 

each participant (Rest, 1994).  A higher P score implies a lower percentage of 

reasoning at lower levels.  For the tax context, we use a tax specific version of the 

DIT, the TPDIT, also with three scenarios, the development of which is described in 

Doyle et al. (2009b).  The TPDIT was developed to preserve the psychometric 

characteristics of the original test and to match it as closely as possible to the three 

scenario version of the DIT.  The difference in the TPDIT, as compared with the DIT, 

lies in the nature of the dilemmas presented to participants and the related ‘items for 

consideration’ following each dilemma, all of which are tax practice-related.  An 

example of one of the dilemmas included in the TPDIT is set out in Appendix B. 
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Two counterbalanced versions of the research instrument were produced, to allow any 

order effects to be identified and controlled for.  The order of individual scenarios 

within the DIT is not manipulated in studies, so this approach was used for the TPDIT 

also, but the order in which the DIT and TPDIT were presented was counterbalanced.  

Both versions contained a demographic questionnaire at the end. 

 

The research instrument was administered to 384 practitioners in Ireland in 2009 

using a combination of random, convenience and snowball sampling techniques.  The 

practitioners worked in a range of tax related roles in Ireland, including private 

practice and the revenue authority.  There was a 39 per cent response rate (150 

completed instruments).  Following checks for full completion of the scenario based 

questions and the subject reliability checks described in the DIT manual (Rest, 

1986a), a sample of 101 instruments was available for analysis.  For this study we 

focus on those practitioners in private practice, where the advocacy aspect of the role 

would be present, and so do not include practitioners working in the public sector 

either with the revenue authority or in education.  This resulted in the elimination of a 

further 27 instruments.  The final useable sample for this study consisted, therefore, of 

74 instruments. 

 

IV. Interview findings on firm size 

This section outlines the salient themes that emerged from interviews with tax 

practitioners about their perceptions of the impact of employer firm size on ethics in 

tax practice. 

 

The combined context – ethics, compliance, risk and reputation 

From interviewees generally, the impression conveyed is of a working environment 

for tax where ethics, compliance and risk are inextricably intertwined in relation to 

terminology used, and where ‘getting it wrong’ has adverse consequences for 

reputation. 
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…you may need to be a bit more specific about what you mean by 

ethics because sometimes people would automatically say no but if 

you drill down into the thinking, they are considering ethical stuff, 

they maybe just don’t call it ethics. – Institute Official 

 

There was confusion among interviewees about the role that ethics play in tax, if any.  

Certain interviewees boldly stated that ethics have no place in tax practice – or indeed, 

business, for example: 

 

Ethics is pretty much at the lower end of the spectrum in terms of what 

the purpose of a tax adviser is. – Tax Director 

 

I suppose the question that you are asking is to what extent does ethics 

or morals come into it when you are making a decision and I would 

say probably not that much to be honest. – Tax Partner 2 

 

It is not immediately apparent…I’ll be perfectly honest with you, that 

ethics and tax would go hand in hand... – Tax Partner 4 

 

Principle-based issues, such as making a contribution to the common good, were not 

in the definitions generally.  Indeed one participant indicated that the link was not 

conceptualised by practitioners, and might be resisted. 

 

To a certain extent there is really no ethics in tax….  I don’t think that 

many tax people would feel that if I save my clients tax, patients die in 

hospital or anything like that.  I think they don’t think in those terms 

at all.  I think they will always resist the view that [that] kind of 

relationship [exists] between the common good and what they do. – 

Tax Partner 2 

 

The issue was more about whether practitioners and their clients are legally 

compliant, rather than ethical, and a pragmatic framework employing the language of 

rules and risk management5 was used to deal with issues. 

 

If I was to talk to a client, I wouldn’t use the words – ‘ethically you 

have to pay tax’.  I would be putting it to him, the risk he puts himself 

and his business and his family and his employees, by not being tax 

compliant.  If you start talking to a client about ethics, he thinks you 

are God and you have a Revenue Commissioner’s stamp at the back of 

your head.  Talk to them about risk and you are giving them good 

advice for which they will thank you. – Managing Partner 
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…I don’t think tax people think of it in terms of ethics.  They think of it 

in terms of aggressive or less aggressive.  Risk management also has 

a lot to do with it actually. – Tax Partner 2 

 

Being seen not to overstep certain bounds is important as regards reputation, which 

has clear links to ethics and risk. 

 

…because if this ever does come home to roost, that’s my reputation.  

So in fact, if I am honest, it’s more a reputational issue than a moral 

issue.  If I am worried that if I am seen to be part of a transaction that 

I actually don’t believe is right, that my reputation with the Revenue 

will suffer as a result and I don’t want that to happen so maybe it is 

reputational risk rather than morality. – Tax Partner 2 

 

Examination of different sized firms, that is, Big Four versus non-Big Four, revealed 

that ethics, compliance and risk management have different impacts.  These can often 

be considered in terms of different aspects of ‘distance’, determined by different 

operating circumstances and/or different types of clients.  These are considered below. 

 

The concept of ‘distance’ created by internal regulations 

Big Four practitioners have in place a multiplicity of rules and regulations designed to 

deal with ethical situations that might arise. 

 

Our ethics is bound up with our code of conduct which deals with 

everything about dealing with people, dealing with people internally, 

respect, teamwork and all that rather than ‘is this right or wrong?’. – 

Tax Partner 1 

 

The presence of so much internal regulation means that there is therefore less need 

(and opportunity) for individuals to think through a dilemma personally to reach a 

decision on what to do.  The rules are designed to deal with dilemmas for them.  This 

might stultify personal ethical decision making and distance individuals from it, but 

has the benefit that a global organisation will apply the same procedures to similar 

situations wherever they arise, so a consistent approach is adopted. 
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For example if they come up with a tricky client situation they will 

automatically start thinking, what is the risk here?  Are there company 

guidelines about this, best practice guidelines? – Institute Official 

 

Those in smaller firms felt the decision was more theirs. 

 

I think you think about ethics more in a small practice.  You are at a 

distance in a bigger practice. – Sole Practitioner 

 

However, having to develop personal responsibility in smaller firms was seen in a 

positive way. 

 

Better training in a smaller firm.  You are thrown in at the deep end 

and you have to learn on the job and take responsibility for yourself. – 

Managing Partner 

 

The benefit derived from this was recognised also by large firms, as the rules-/risk-

based approach means that people often never come near a dilemma, because it has 

been ‘risk-managed’ away. 

 

I would prefer if people’s moral compasses were activated early on 

because I would much prefer people responding the right way from an 

intuitive or instinctive reason rather than ‘chapter two of the risk 

management manual tells me I must do the following’.  So could we 

end up with a situation where there are people coming up through the 

system that are never exposed to the moral dilemma? Yes.  Do I worry 

then that there may be a fall in ethical standards?  No because I think 

the risk management boundaries are tighter.  But do I think it is a 

good thing?  No because as I say I would prefer practitioners to have 

an inner intuitive understanding as to what is right and wrong rather 

than a mechanical regurgitation of a factual situation. – Tax Partner 1 

 

…the morality boundaries are out there but the risk management 

boundaries have moved in even closer.  So you never get near the 

moral boundaries because you hit the risk management boundaries. – 

Tax Partner 1 

 

Support structures 

The rules-/risk-based approach of Big Four and international non-Big Four practices 

forms part of a wider support structure, which also includes specialised knowledge 

provision, supportive colleagues, and so on.  This may not be as readily available to 
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practitioners working in a smaller practice or in isolation as a tax director working in 

industry.  In the event of a dilemma arising that is not covered by the ‘rules’, the 

availability of the support structures again means that an individual tax practitioner 

would very rarely have to depend on his/her own judgement to resolve an ethical 

dilemma, as further advice could be sought if a situation was unclear. 

 

If you do have an ethical dilemma in a big firm you would look for 

advice and then it really isn’t an ethical dilemma any more because 

you have given it out and you’ve got an answer. – Tax Partner 2 

 

The absence of this support in a smaller practice and within a company places more 

emphasis on the individual’s ethical reasoning. 

 

You could have two people of the exact same ethical standard working 

in totally different firms and the person working in the big firm with 

all the support, will get it right 99–100 per cent of the time and the 

sole practitioner might only make the right call 60 per cent of the time 

but that is not to say he is less ethical but there is so much more put 

back on him in terms of making an ethical judgement so there is a 

huge difference there. – Tax Partner 3 

 

You look at the Big Four and you have all these tax knowledge 

centres…You’ve got peer reviews; you go to different people if there is 

something that you are not sure of or whatever.  You can get so many 

different views and opinions on it and so much back-up and there 

really is sometimes very little risk because... you follow the whole 

thing up along and you have an answer given to you... You don’t have 

that kind of backup.  It’s like someone ripping off all your clothes and 

sending you out onto the street because you had all the support 

structures of people working under you, people above you with more 

experience that you can bounce things off, technical 

resources…versus when you come over here and you have to think on 

your own two feet.  You don’t have that kind of back-up. – Tax 

Director 

 

One of the small firm tax practitioners referred to his/her attempt to compensate for 

this dearth of support structures by becoming part of a sole practitioners’ support 

group. 

 

We have a discussion group, about 6 or 8 of us that meet…we talk 

about things…I would feel very isolated without it. – Sole Practitioner 
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Another aspect associated with a firm being large is that it has in-house expertise and 

is able to run internal training courses for its employees, thereby ensuring that both 

discipline-specific knowledge and awareness of industry regulations are up to date.  

Smaller firms are usually not in a position to be able to afford this luxury. 

 

We invest a lot on educating people as to what the regulations are.  

There could be sole practitioners out there who are ignorant as to 

some of the regulations.  You then have practitioners who have no tax 

specialist expertise, yet they are doing tax returns and making 

judgement calls as to the taxation, taking deductions and allowances 

and so on. – Tax Partner 3 

 

We can’t afford it.  You are thrown into the pool…We don’t have what 

they have in the bigger firms in terms of sending them off on a course 

for a week.  We don’t have that luxury. – Managing Partner 

 

I can’t fork out €600 for a few hours of a course. – Sole Practitioner 

 

Another view that was expressed was that trainees are exposed to far better ‘on the 

job’ training in a smaller firm, where they are ‘thrown in at the deep end’ and must 

acquire skills rapidly to survive and progress.  They are also exposed to a far greater 

range of work than trainees in large firms which tend to have very specialised 

departments.  However, the perception by larger firms is that smaller firms will make 

mistakes that they want to hide. 

 

I suspect that the further down the size of organisation you go, the 

likelihood of something being buried [i.e., mistakes being covered up] 

is higher. – Tax Partner 1 

 

Proximity to clients 

A particular characteristic that makes smaller practices attractive to clients is their 

ability to offer a personal service.  Clients will interact with the same staff on a 

regular basis over a long period, facilitating the development of a strong working 

relationship, which generates a degree of proximity.  Practitioners will know the 

client’s business well and are accessible. 

 

I was only 10 months as a partner in XXX [a large practice], clients 

couldn’t take it.  They were being diverted away from me.  And you get 
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to know a client very well.  They are comfortable with you.  You have 

a bit of banter with them.  They know you will look after them and I 

know their businesses inside out. – Managing Partner 

 

I think the relationship with the client can be fundamentally different 

depending on whether you are a sole trader or a big firm and I think 

it’s simply because I think the sole traders create a relationship 

basis… because that is what they have to offer.  They mightn’t have 

the greatest expertise to offer.  They’re a bit of a GP because they 

have to cover all things.  But… they’re accessible, they’re always at 

the end of the phone and they treat you as if you’re the best client in 

the world, ever.  And they do everything for you.  Whereas the big 

…companies don’t have to do that.  Why?  Because the loss of you, 

isn’t such a big deal. – Tax Partner 4 

 

However, there is also a potential disadvantage if such relationships with clients result 

in the client having a negative influence on the tax practitioner’s ethical position. 

 

I don’t want them to be my friends.  The minute that they are my 

friends, things will have to change.  I understand that.  Because you 

might do some things differently for a friend than you would for a 

client. – Tax Partner 4 

 

This problem may be compounded if the tax practitioner operates in a regional area 

where he/she is likely to encounter the client on a regular basis in a social capacity, 

and, indeed, where clients of the tax practitioner may know each other and have 

business dealings with each other. 

 

When you are dealing with an owner managed business, small 

manufacturing business, a doctor or a chemist, that is a one on one 

relationship.  Chances are you will be a member of the golf club and 

they will, you’ll meet them in restaurants that you will go to.  So you 

will know them… And maybe there will be a willingness, in those 

situations, to turn a blind eye. – Tax Director 

 

…you know a client wants to do the wrong thing, forgetting about 

scale for the moment, so you tell the client that they can’t do it.  Even 

if the client says ‘I’m going’, it doesn’t matter because you will be 

lauded for doing the right thing within the firm… In a small firm you 

don’t have support in facing down the client on an issue.  It’s much 

more of a personal confrontation…  In a big firm you can always say 

‘look it’s not me that is telling you this, this is the whole firm telling 

you this, my hands are tied, I have to tell you, you can’t do it’.  You 

don’t have that sort of opt-out in a small firm where you have to tell 
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the client, ‘this is my judgement, this is my view, you can’t do it.’ – 

Tax Partner 3 

 

I think that the pressures on a lot of the smaller businesses to do what 

the clients require of them is much greater than in the larger practice. 

– Risk Management Partner 

 

Some larger firm interviewees considered that if a tax practitioner has a close 

relationship with a client and knows him/her in a personal capacity as well as in a 

business capacity, it is possible that the practitioner’s ethical stance may be 

influenced by the client more significantly than in a case where there is no personal 

relationship with the client.  However, the smaller firm practitioners interviewed did 

not share this view. 

 

There isn’t one client here that would frighten me.  I’m friends with 

the whole lot of them.  Some I’ve known for 27 years.  I lose very few 

clients.  They know what they get here.  What they see is what they 

get.  They will never be misguided. – Managing Partner 

 

You probably spoon feed them more but I don’t know if that would 

stretch, because I always have the view that it is a slippery slope.  If I 

do it once then where is the cut off point?  So I just always observe 

the practice that if you are doing something wrong, then I just can’t 

be part of it. – Sole Practitioner 

 

Financial dependence/closeness 

Typically, a sole practitioner will have a client portfolio consisting of a certain 

number of small clients.  However, he/she may be financially dependent on the fees 

paid by a small number of large clients, which may give those clients the ability to 

influence the ethical behaviour of the practitioner. 

 

And then they may be overly reliant on certain large accounts and that 

may influence their decisions when it comes to tough calls. – Tax 

Partner 3 

 

Bigger firms would find it easier to call the shots with a client than 

smaller firms.  Let’s take a client that pays you €20,000 a year to do 

something for him and your turnover is a million quid, that’s a big 

client.  You take XXX firm and it’s a €20,000 a year fee and they’re 

turning over €20 million…One client leaving at €20,000 from XXX 
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doesn’t matter… whereas one guy leaving from Joe Bloggs himself, it 

could be everything to him. – Tax Partner 4 

 

I think that certainly, a sole practitioner with, say, his largest client 

that makes up 30 per cent of his fee income, he turns over sixty 

thousand a year and this guy pays him twenty five grand, and he finds 

that [a mistake in a prior year tax return prepared by him], he won’t 

bring it up – Managing Partner 

 

However, this concern was predominantly expressed by the large firm practitioners.  

It would be equally fair to say that large firms may have very large clients, who 

contribute very large fees, and while there are professional guidelines for auditors as 

to how much fee income should be derived from one client or group, the situation as 

regards tax fees is less certain.  The Enron case provides clear evidence that 

dependency situations can also arise for large firms.  While the smaller firm 

practitioners did acknowledge that financial dependence was an issue for other firms, 

they denied it had an influence on their own practices. 

 

Our largest client, who is a sizable property developer, is a great 

friend of mine. I would have murder with him about his tax.  

Eventually he will pay. – Managing Partner  

 

Client profile 

Smaller practices have a different client profile from larger practices.  They 

predominantly deal with owner managers and high net worth individuals rather than 

multinational companies, which are typically advised by the larger firms.  

Interviewees were in agreement that these two broad categories of client had vastly 

different perceptions of tax. 

 

Look at the client base.  I mean my client base, at the moment is 

primarily multinationals, various Irish companies who are semi- 

state,6 a couple of educational establishments and a couple of tax 

based property deals.  Many of those cases, they just don’t want to be 

on the wrong side of the law, whatever it is. – Tax Partner 1 

 

You probably spoon feed [small clients] more…I have a client and he 

is always last minute in terms of returning on the last day and he was 

always and ever thus… – Sole Practitioner 
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They would be from areas in the country where they wouldn’t be used 

to paying tax.  One business is now telling me that in their village, they 

are the only ones paying this amount of tax. – Managing Partner 

 

It is recognised that multinational companies have to be cognisant of legislation and 

regulation such that their main tax strategy should be to structure operations and 

transactions in order to minimise tax but never to be perceived as crossing ethical 

boundaries, wherever and however they may be set.  It follows that the tax 

practitioners they engage must have a reputation for being ethically unsullied.  The 

recent case of Starbucks, however, particularly evidences that what is legal is not 

always perceived as ethical and that opinions may change as a reaction to how certain 

situations are perceived, presented or reported. 

 

It was stressed by certain Big Four interviewees that, as their firms were global 

practices, their operating strategy was driven by the expectations of global clients and 

that such an expectation resulted in a common standard which was then also applied 

to their smaller, locally based clients.  With global clients, it is important that the 

firms present themselves as fully compliant with all legislation and regulation, 

unsullied and professional, with no problems with regard to the United States 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  For a local practitioner with a strong 

local client base, reputation with high net worth individuals, dealing with property 

transactions and managing wealth, was far more important. 

 

If you are dealing with a Big Four firm, their reputation is key and 

certainly in my experience, you’ll find that they will be down to the 

letter of the law. – Tax Director 

 

One interviewee referred the researcher to the Tax Defaulters list7
 and observed that 

very few of the names on the list were Big Four clients. 

 

It was also noteworthy that when a tax practitioner dealt with a multinational 

company, he/she would be communicating with a financial controller or a chief 

executive officer (CEO), merely doing his/her job, rather than with the shareholders, 

whose funds will be used to meet the tax liability. 
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Let’s take your big multinational again, and let’s take that for the most 

part you will deal with a financial controller…and the board… A 

financial controller is in control of money that is not his own, whereas 

[with] an owner-managed business you are in control of money that is 

your own.  If something costs you €10,000, it’s your money. – Tax 

Partner 4 

 

You’ve seen when you are dealing with the international clients, you 

spend more time advising on things to make sure that they are right….  

Fantastic clients, lots of money, lots of advice, low enough risk.  Then 

you have the guys who are owner-managed and are saying, ‘I want to 

save tax’.  How the heck do you deal with that as a starting 

point?…The parameters are so different between the two.  Your client 

will drive an awful lot of how you deal. – Tax Partner 4 

 

As with some of the other factors mentioned above that distinguish smaller practices 

from larger ones, the concern is that practitioners dealing with owner-managers will 

come under pressure from their clients to behave in a manner that may be less than 

ethical if that position saves the client more tax.  The smaller firm practitioners 

acknowledged this about other firms but suggested that this did not present a problem 

for them personally. 

 

We would get people coming to us from other firms, which I would 

describe as bad firms, in a bit of a mess…we will tidy them up and 

tuck them back into bed.  If they fall out of bed, good luck. – Managing 

Partner 

 

I have this one lady and she was with this very, very seriously high 

profile tax accountant years back but he just didn’t file her returns and 

pay her taxes. – Sole Practitioner 

 

Summary perceptions as to the impact of firm size on ethics 

The interviews indicate that large firms tend to rely on the internal regulations and 

support structures to ‘risk manage’ away ethical dilemmas well before they reach the 

stage of the individual practitioner having to deal with them.  They see smaller firms 

in general as being disadvantaged by the lack of such support structures, and prone 

therefore to making unsound decisions, which are compounded by the type of clients 

smaller firms have, creating pressures upon them which the larger firms do not face.  

However, while smaller practitioners acknowledge the lack of a support structure and 
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the impact of a different type of client, this means that they have to reason from first 

principles, hence they come to an ethical decision via a different – and more 

demanding – route, dealing with each issue on a case by case basis rather than 

applying a pre-defined set of rules.  One of the large firms acknowledged that this is, 

per se, a desirable process.  This does not necessarily mean that the end result would 

be different if both a large firm and a smaller firm practitioner applied their processes 

to the same issue. 

 

Given the concern with maintaining an unsullied ethical reputation and the obedience 

to rules, which affects both small and large practitioners (though it appears to be of 

greater concern for large firm practitioners), the issue here seems less about the good 

of the client (society at large not even entering the equation), and much more about 

the tax practitioner’s own reputation and financial position.  This would suggest a 

combination of stage two to stage four reasoning by reference to Kohlberg’s model, 

rather than principled reasoning. 

 

V. Comparison of moral reasoning scores 

In this section the levels of ethical reasoning used by practitioners from Big Four and 

non-Big Four firms are compared in both social and tax contexts.  This provides a 

comparison of underlying ethical processes. 

 

Sample profile 

Of the 74 participants in the sample, there were 36 Big Four participants (49%) and 

38 non-Big Four (51%).  Demographic information on the two groups is given in 

Table 3.  There were no significant differences in demographic characteristics 

between the groups (p > 0.1 in all tests). 

 

[Insert Table 3 here] 

 

An analysis of where the practitioners worked showed considerable variety.  The 

details are set out in Table 4 below. 

 

[Insert Table 4 here] 
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Practitioners held a wide variety of positions within their employing entities, ranging 

from tax trainee to partner, as illustrated in Table 5. 

 

[Insert Table 5 here] 

 

The DIT produces a measure of moral reasoning, the P Score, which indicates the 

percentage of moral reasoning taking places at the Post-conventional level.  In this 

study we have two such measures; one for social context moral dilemmas 

(PSCOREDIT) and one for tax based dilemmas (PSCORETAX).  Although the two 

types of firm were not significantly different on demographic variables, potential 

relationships between demographic information (age, gender, education, years of tax 

experience and seniority of position in the firm) and P Scores were explored using 

multiple regression models (see Tables 6 and 7) to identify whether any needed to be 

included as covariates in the statistical model.  Previous research has identified that 

education, age and potentially gender can have an impact on moral reasoning (see, for 

example, Gilligan, 1982; Rest, 1986b; Ponemon, 1990; Ponemon, 1992; Rest and 

Narvaez, 1994; Shaub, 1994; Jones and Hiltebeitel, 1995; Tsui, 1996; Eynon et al., 

1997; Etherington and Hill, 1998; Abdolmohammadi et al., 2003).  In this context it is 

also possible that experience or level in the firm might offer different perspectives on 

ethical issues. 

 

The regression models included an indicator of the participant group (TPTYPE, set to 

1 for Big Four and 0 for non-Big Four), and an indicator of the order of the two 

contexts in the instrument to control for any order effects (TAXFIRST, set to 1 if the 

tax based dilemmas were presented first and 0 when the social dilemmas were 

presented first).  Education was classified in terms of whether the individual’s highest 

qualification was below degree level, at degree level, or at postgraduate level, and 

dummy variables for below degree level (EDNODEGREE) and postgraduate 

education (EDPG) were included in the models.  Seniority of position within the 

organisation was classified in terms of whether the individual was below manager 

level, at manager level, or at above manager level, and dummy variables for below 

manager (BELOWMANAGER) and above manager (ABOVEMANAGER) were also 

included in the models. 
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[Insert Table 6 here] 

 

[Insert Table 7 here] 

 

As can be seen from Tables 6 and 7, none of the demographic variables included in 

the regression model has a significant effect on either PSCOREDIT or PSCORETAX. 

 

Main model 

The research hypotheses were tested using a GLM Repeated Measures analysis, with 

the two dependent variables captured by a within-subjects measure CONTEXT (social 

and tax), with TPTYPE (Big Four or non-Big Four practitioner) as a between-subjects 

measure.  The results of this analysis are shown in Table 8. 

 

[Insert Table 8 here] 

 

As can be seen from the table above, TPTYPE (distinguishing Big Four and non-Big 

Four practitioners) is not significant (p = .682) but CONTEXT is (p < .001).  While 

both categories of practitioner reason significantly differently in a social versus a tax 

context, they do not differ significantly from each other in either context, and there is 

no significant interaction between CONTEXT and TPTYPE.  The estimated marginal 

means, set out in Table 9 below, show that PSCOREDIT and PSCORETAX are 

different but that this difference is evident for both groups of practitioners.  This is 

illustrated clearly in the interaction graph below (Figure 1). 

 

[Insert Table 9 here] 

 

[Insert Figure 1 here] 

 

These results do not support either of the research hypotheses.  There is no significant 

difference in levels of moral reasoning in the tax context based on firm type, and the 

social context scores indicate that levels of moral reasoning are not significantly 

different between groups in this context either.  Moral reasoning for both categories of 

tax practitioner (Big Four and non-Big Four) alters significantly as the context 
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changes from a social to a tax one, with both groups reasoning at a significantly lower 

level in a tax context than they do in a social one.  This would support the proposition 

that socialisation leads to different moral reasoning in the work context, but indicates 

that this effect does not differ by firm size.  The different pressures presented by tax 

practices of different profiles, identified and discussed by interviewees in phase 1 of 

the study, do not result in different levels of moral reasoning. 

 

The results did not reveal any significant differences in the moral reasoning of males 

and females.  This finding is consistent with the prior literature in accounting, most of 

which finds no statistically significant difference in moral reasoning between the 

sexes (Ponemon, 1990; Ponemon, 1992; Tsui, 1996; Abdolmohammadi et al., 2003).  

Age does not appear to effect moral reasoning scores.  This finding is consistent with 

Shaub (1994) but not with many other studies that have examined age (Ponemon, 

1990; Jones and Hiltebeitel, 1995; Eynon et al., 1997; Etherington and Hill, 1998).  

Age is sometimes used as a proxy for experience but neither years of tax experience 

nor hierarchical position within the employer entity were found to have significant 

effects on moral reasoning scores in either context in this study.  The analysis also 

indicates that education does not have a significant effect on moral reasoning in either 

context.  This is inconsistent with the DIT literature which suggests that levels of 

formal education account for 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the variance in DIT scores 

(Bebeau and Thoma, 2003).  The finding with respect to hierarchical position in the 

firm is consistent with much of the research which looks at the effect of position in 

the firm on moral reasoning (e.g., Ponemon and Gabhart, 1993; Etherington and 

Schulting, 1995; Jeffrey and Weatherholt, 1996; Bernardi and Arnold, 1997; Scofield 

et al., 2004). 

 

VI. Conclusions 

Interviews carried out with tax practitioners in Ireland provided a rich source of 

information about how firm size is perceived to affect ethics in tax practice.  The 

reluctance on the part of practitioners interviewed to recognise the role of ethics in 

taxation is interesting and is consistent with the perception that risk management and 

the preservation of reputation are the key issues of concern. 
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It was acknowledged by some practitioners that the ethical issues faced by large 

international firms and smaller, locally based tax practices are different and are 

typically dealt with differently.  However, this does not necessarily appear to lead to a 

different ethical outcome.  Large firms may have different procedures and processes 

in place by which to address ethical issues, principally using the application of a pre-

defined set of internally generated rules and support structures, which preclude the 

need for any individual within the firm to think from first principles about any ethical 

issue which might arise.  Others (small firms and industry practitioners) appear to be 

prepared to reason from first principles. 

 

In gathering the perceptions of tax practitioners as to the impact of firm size on ethics, 

it should be noted that no practitioners admitted to being less than ethical themselves.  

All interviewees spoke of abstract ‘other practitioners’ in articulating their perceptions 

of how firm size influences ethics or in giving examples of unethical behaviour.  The 

large firm practitioners in particular, perceived that smaller firm practitioners were 

less ethical as a result of the pressures they were under to maintain and grow their 

practices.  However, the interviews did not uncover any evidence that small firm 

practitioners were less ethical than large firm practitioners.  There is widespread 

anecdotal evidence within tax practice that the revenue authorities in Ireland and the 

UK maintain a list of tax practitioners considered to be more tax aggressive than the 

norm.  The tax authorities are said to focus increased attention on the clients of these 

‘black listed’ practitioners.  Furthermore, this list is said to be populated 

predominantly by smaller firm practitioners.  However, no concrete evidence of this 

list exists.  It is a limitation of this research that no tax practitioner identified as 

unethical was interviewed, and of course, that it is not possible to know who such 

‘black listed’ practitioners are.  Moreover, interviews were carried out with a 

relatively small number of practitioners.  This needs to be borne in mind, as results are 

not necessarily generalisable – though this is a limitation affecting most interview 

data. 

 

When firm size was examined quantitatively as part of the second phase of the study, 

there was no evidence of a significant difference between the moral reasoning of 

practitioners working with the Big Four and those working in other private sector tax 

related roles, for example, smaller firms and in industry.  This supports the interview 
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findings.  However, there is little evidence of the higher levels of moral reasoning in 

either large or small firms in the tax context.  Indeed, the indications are that all 

practitioners, large and small, are reasoning morally at quite a low level on 

Kohlberg’s stage sequence model. 

 

All tax practitioners, from both large and smaller firms, reason in a less principled 

manner when presented with dilemmas in a tax context than when considering 

dilemmas in a social context.  The P scores achieved by tax practitioners in a tax 

context (mean PSCORETAX 19.234) were very low compared with their P scores in 

a social context (mean PSCOREDIT 33.018).  While the quantitative results do not 

identify the reasons for the differences in moral reasoning, this may be due to a 

socialisation effect in private sector tax practice (see Doyle et al. 2012). 

 

The impact of firm size on ethics in tax practice from the perspective of tax 

practitioners has not been examined in the literature before now and this is, therefore, 

a significant contribution made by this paper.  The paper also advances knowledge by 

investigating how the ethical reasoning of tax practitioners varies by reference to firm 

size and context.  In addition to its contribution to academic knowledge, this study has 

significant implications for educators and the tax profession itself. 

 

The knowledge that tax practitioners in both size groups use much lower levels of 

moral reasoning in a work context than in a social one, and to a similar extent, can 

inform educators’ approaches to delivering both academic and professional 

training/education programmes to practitioners from all firm sizes.  It will help them 

to tailor modules or courses to emphasise the importance of ethics in different work 

contexts and include initiatives to stimulate ethical development in the relevant 

curricula.  Understanding the different ethical issues faced by large international firms 

and smaller, locally based tax practices facilitates more nuanced training/education 

which appropriately addresses the needs of practitioners from different firm sizes. 

 

The tax profession, represented by relevant professional institutes, will benefit from 

being cognisant of the perceptions of tax practitioners with respect to ethics and their 

level of moral reasoning, particularly in light of the self-regulated nature of the 

profession and the different approaches required in different environments (risk 
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management in larger firms versus reasoning through ethical dilemmas in smaller 

firms).  Care needs to be taken that the ethical sensitivity of practitioners is not dulled 

by risk management procedures aimed at avoiding litigation but often hemming in 

professional judgement.  Being aware of the different needs of smaller practitioners is 

important given that Big Four practitioners contribute more significantly to the tax 

professional bodies than non-Big Four practitioners, thereby exerting more influence 

on tax professionalisation, education, regulation and policy.  The inclusion of ethical 

issues from small firms in training may help those in larger firms develop their ethical 

thinking beyond reliance on risk management, for example, while some aspects of the 

risk management approaches used in larger firms might provide insights to 

practitioners in smaller firms.  Consideration of the different issues in different sizes 

of firm will help the professional bodies provide a better service to all their 

constituents in areas of education, regulation, and input into tax policy issues on 

behalf of members. 

 

This brings us back to the motivation underlying this paper.  If the ethical antennae of 

practitioners, through more effective training/education, can develop greater 

sensitivity to the different types of issues that generate ethical dilemmas, will this 

prevent the proliferation of tax avoidance schemes that are perceived as unethical?  It 

is, of course, impossible to predict with any degree of certainty, but a greater ethical 

sensitivity might encourage the type of practitioners who are willing to develop and 

promote ‘dodgy’ schemes to consider the impact of such schemes on wider society, 

that is, to look beyond the tax they save their clients.  The fact that all tax 

practitioners’ P scores are lower in tax scenarios than in social situations supports a 

need for development of greater ethical sensitivity in tax practice generally. 
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Table 1 

Profiles of Irish Interviewees 

Title Firm/company profile* Region Reference in paper 

Tax Partner Big Four Dublin Tax Partner 1 

Tax Partner Big Four Dublin Tax Partner 2 

Tax Partner Big Four Limerick Tax Partner 3 

Risk Management 

Partner 

Big Four Dublin Risk Management 

Partner 

Tax Partner Large practice Limerick Tax Partner 4 

Managing Partner Small accounting practice Limerick Managing Partner 

Tax Consultant Sole practitioner Dublin Sole Practitioner 

Law Partner Small solicitors’ practice Wexford Legal Partner 

Senior Staff Official Relevant professional institute  Dublin Institute Official 

Tax Director Multinational company Dublin Tax Director 

*Tax practices are categorised according to size as set out below: 

Big Four: PricewaterhouseCoopers, KPMG, Deloitte and Ernst & Young tax departments 

Large: Tax departments of large international accounting firms other than the Big Four 

Medium: Tax practices in national accounting firms 

Small: Tax practices in large local and regional firms 

Sole Practitioner: One tax practitioner operating alone 

 

Table 2 

Six stages of moral reasoning* 

Pre-conventional: 

Focuses on the individual. 

Stage one 
The morality of obedience: do what 

you are told. 

Stage two 

The morality of instrumental egoism 

and simple exchange: let’s make a 

deal. 

Conventional: 

Focuses on the group and 

relationships. 

Stage 

three 

The morality of interpersonal 

concordance: be considerate, nice 

and kind: you’ll make friends. 

Stage four 

The morality of law and duty to the 

social order: everyone in society is 

obligated to and protected by the 

law. 

Post-conventional:  

Focuses on the inner self and 

personally held principles. 

Stage five 

The morality of consensus-building 

procedures: you are obligated by the 

arrangements that are agreed to by 

due process procedures. 

Stage six 

The morality of non-arbitrary social 

cooperation: morality is defined by 

how rational and impartial people 

would ideally organise cooperation. 

*Adapted from Rest (1994) 
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Table 3 

Demographic information on participants 

 Big Four Non-Big Four 

   

Mean age (SD) 31.28 (8.869) 33.61 (7.515) 

Gender M – 47%, F – 53% M – 39%, F – 61% 

Educated to degree level or above 89% 89% 

Mean years of tax experience (SD) 8.68 (8.572) 11.14 (7.642) 

 Range 1 – 30 Range 1 –31 

   

 

 

Table 4 

Category of firm 

Firm Type Frequency Percentage 

   

Big Four accounting firm 36 49% 

International accounting firm 7 10% 

National multi-office accounting firm 10 14% 

Single office accounting firm 3 4% 

Sole practitioner 2 3% 

Legal firm 9 12% 

Working in industry 7 9% 

Total  74 100% 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Position in the firm/company 

 

 Big Four Non-Big Four 

Firm Type Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

     

Trainee 9 25% 7 18% 

Senior 5 14% 1 3% 

Assistant manager 4 11% 2 5% 

Manager 4 11% 8 21% 

Senior manager 5 14% 4 11% 

Director 6 17% 5 13% 

Partner 3 8% 6 16% 

Other 0 0% 5 13% 

Total 36 100% 38 100% 
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Table 6 

Predictors of PSCOREDIT 

 

Independent variables Coefficient T-ratio P-value 

    

TPTYPE -2.356 -0.531 0.597 

Age  0.169 0.224 0.823 

Gender -4.359 -0.941 0.350 

TAXFIRST -7.146 -1.593 0.116 

NODEGREE -14.781 -1.694 0.095 

EDPG -0.954 -0.184 0.855 

Years of tax experience 0.418 0.495 0.622 

BELOWMANAGER 14.103 1.914 0.060 

ABOVEMANAGER 1.056 0.164 0.871 

    

 

Table 7 

Predictors of PSCORETAX 

 

Independent variables Coefficient T-ratio P-value 

    

Tptype -0.113 -0.032 0.975 

Age  -0.588 -0.968 0.337 

Gender -2.737 -0.734 0.465 

TAXFIRST -3.240 -0.898 0.373 

NODEGREE -12.819 -1.826 0.073 

EDPG 1.236 0.296 0.768 

Years of tax experience 1.343 1.976 0.053 

BELOWMANAGER 10.692 1.803 0.076 

ABOVEMANAGER -8.580 -1.651 0.104 

    

 

Table 8 

GLM within-subjects results 

 

 
Type III Sum 

of Squares df 

Mean 

Square F Sig. 

 

Within-Subjects Effects 

CONTEXT 7007.556 1 7007.556 34.141 0.000 *** 

CONTEXT * TPTYPE 14.162 1 14.162 0.069 0.794  

Between-Subjects Effects 

TPTYPE 56.204 1 56.204 0.169 0.682  

Significance levels: *** <0.01 
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Table 9 

Estimated marginal means 

 

 Type of tax 

practitioner Mean Std. Deviation 

PSCOREDIT Big Four 33.333 17.835 

Non-Big Four 32.719 17.465 

Average 33.018 17.527 

PSCORETA

X 

Big Four 20.185 16.561 

Non-Big Four 18.333 13.418 

Total 19.234 14.953 

 

 

Figure 1 

Interaction graph for PSCOREDIT and PSCORETAX for Big Four and non-Big Four 

tax practitioners 
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Endnotes 

 

1. Ireland is a common law jurisdiction, so the results of this study are inherently 

relevant and applicable to other countries with similar systems, for example, the 

United Kingdom, the United States of America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, etc. 

 

2. The terms ‘morality’ and ‘ethics’ are used interchangeably in the literature on the 

psychology of moral reasoning (Rest, 1994) and we follow this practice throughout 

this paper.  Various authors have proposed distinctions, but there does not seem to be 

one, generally accepted distinction.  We would tend to use ‘ethical’ rather than 

‘moral’ (unless in direct quotations) for the sake of internal consistency. 

 

3. The two other dilemmas in the short version of the DIT are the ‘Escaped Prisoner’ 

and the ‘Newspaper’ dilemmas.  The ‘Escaped Prisoner’ scenario examines whether a 

man should pay for a past crime after living eight years of a virtuous existence that 

contributed to the well-being of the local community.  The ‘Newspaper’ dilemma 

examines freedom of speech as it relates to the press. 

 

4. The two other dilemmas in the TPDIT are ‘Bar Talk’ and ‘Interpretation’.  ‘Bar 

Talk’ examines whether a tax practitioner should report information he heard in a bar 

to the revenue authorities. ‘Interpretation’ examines mass marketing a tax planning 

product which offends the spirit of the legislation. 

 

5. On the link with risk management, see Doyle at al. (2009a). 

 

6. A semi-state company is one in which the government has a controlling stake. 

 

7. Under the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997, s. 1086, the Irish Revenue 

Commissioners are required to compile a list of the names, addresses and occupations 

of all “tax defaulters”.  The list must be included in their annual report to the Minister 

for Finance and is published on a quarterly basis.  The cases to be listed are: (a) all 

cases where a fine or penalty has been imposed by a court for a tax offence; and (b) 

all cases where a settlement has been reached with the Revenue for an amount over a 
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specified sum of money and is paid in lieu of tax owed and penalties, unless a 

voluntary disclosure was made. 
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Appendix A 

DIT Scenario One: Heinz and the Drug (Rest, 1986b)7  
(The indication of the stage of moral reasoning represented by each item for consideration below is not 

present in the instrument used with participants) 

 
In a small European town a woman was near death from a rare kind of cancer.  There was one drug that 

doctors thought might save her.  It was a form of radium that a pharmacist in the same town had recently 

discovered.  The drug was expensive to make, but the pharmacist was charging ten times what the drug 

cost to make.  He paid €200 for the radium and charged €2,000 for a small dose of the drug.  The sick 

woman’s husband, Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow the money, but he could only get together 

about €1,000, which is half of what it cost.  He told the pharmacist that his wife was dying and asked him 

to sell it cheaper or let him pay later, but the pharmacist said, “No. I discovered the drug and I’m going to 

make money from it”.  So Heinz got desperate and began to think about breaking into the man’s store to 

steal the drug for his wife. 

 

Should Heinz steal the drug? 

 

Should steal it     Can’t decide     Should not steal it   

 

 

 

Rate the following 12 items in terms of importance G
re

a
t 

M
u

ch
 

S
o

m
e 

 

L
it

tl
e 

N
o

 

1. Whether a community’s laws are going to be upheld. (Stage 4)      

2. Isn’t it only natural for a loving husband to care so much for his 

wife that he’d steal? (Stage 3) 

     

3. Is Heinz willing to risk getting shot as a burglar or going to jail 

for the chance that stealing the drug night help? (Stage 2) 

     

4. Whether Heinz is a professional wrestler, or has considerable 

influence with professional wrestlers. (M item) 

     

5. Whether Heinz is stealing for himself or doing this solely to help 

someone else. (Stage 3) 

     

6. Whether the pharmacist’s rights to his invention have to be 

respected. (Stage 4) 

     

7. Whether the essence of living is more encompassing than the 

termination of dying, socially and individually. (M item) 

     

8. What values are going to be the basis for governing how people 

act towards each other. (Stage 6) 

     

9. Whether the pharmacist is going to be allowed to hide behind a 

worthless law which only protects the rich anyway. (A item) 

     

10. Whether the law in this case is getting in the way of the most 

basic claim of any member of society. (Stage 5) 

     

11. Whether the pharmacist deserves to be robbed for being so greedy 

and cruel. (Stage 3) 

     

12. Would stealing in such a case bring about more total good for the 

whole society or not? (Stage 5) 

     

 

From the list of questions above, select the four most important: 

 

Most important item   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Second most important item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Third most important item  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10  11 12 

Fourth most important item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11 12 
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Appendix B 

Tax-DIT Scenario One: Capital Allowances 

 
Anne is a tax practitioner with an accounting firm.  She is working on a capital allowances claim to 

benefit one of her firm’s corporate clients that is in financial distress. Despite profitable trading, the client 

has suffered severe cashflow problems as a result of adverse economic conditions. The capital allowances 

claim relates to a new factory building and will significantly reduce taxable corporate profits (and thus the 

tax the client has to pay). To be eligible for capital allowances the factory has to be in use at the end of the 

client’s financial year. Without the reduction in tax from the capital allowances, it is unlikely that the 

company will survive, which will result in 5,000 employees losing their jobs. 

 

It is now a month since the client’s financial year end and Anne has asked the financial controller for 

documentary evidence that the factory was in use at the end of the financial year. The financial controller 

sends her a copy of the minutes of the latest directors’ board meeting.  The last item on the board minutes 

notes that the factory premises became fully operational on the last day of the financial year.  However, 

Anne is convinced that this was not the case as she drives past the factory every evening and it is clearly 

unoccupied. However, she also knows that the company will not survive if the capital allowances cannot 

be claimed. Should Anne file a tax return claiming capital allowances for the financial year? 

 

She should       Can’t decide        She shouldn’t   

 

 

Rate the following 12 items in terms of importance G
re

a
t 

M
u

ch
 

S
o
m

e
  

L
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e 

N
o

 

1. Would it be fair to all the taxpayers who have met the legal 

requirements to claim capital allowances if one client is permitted to 

claim allowances without meeting the criteria? 

     

2. What impact will the company’s demise have on the accounting firm 

Anne works for? 

     

3. Under self-assessment, once Anne has the proper documentation on file 

her position is covered regardless of whether the building is actually ‘in 

use’. 

     

4. Whether Anne’s notification juxtaposes immediate Revenue authority 

cognisant of the client’s actions. 

     

5. Whether Anne and the financial controller are close friends      

6. Isn’t a tax practitioner required to file an accurate tax return?      

7. Aren’t capital allowances the essence of alternative displacement?      

8. Which values best determine how tax practitioners should interact with 

their clients and engage with the tax legislation? 

     

9. Whether a tax system that includes random and meaningless definitions 

ought to be completely abandoned. 

     

10. Whether the saving of 5,000 jobs will bring about the best result for 

society as a whole. 

     

11. Whether the firm’s reputation will be damaged if the claim is 

subsequently challenged. 

     

12. Whether it is socially acceptable for management inadequacies to 

deprive employees of their opportunity to earn a living. 

     

 

From the list of questions above, select the four most important: 

 

Most important item   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Second most important item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Third most important item  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10  11 12 

Fourth most important item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11 12 
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